
Simple Hood Stripes
• Mix a quart of water with 7-8 drops of baby shampoo. If you don’t have baby 

shampoo, mix 5-6 drops of shampoo that does not have grease cut.

• Clean the part where you about to apply the stripes really clean with water. Also 

don’t forget to clean the part where you may bend the stripes over (if you order 

hood stripes 2)

• If you don’t have anyone to help, find something to stick the backing paper of the 

stripes on the garage wall really firm so it would hold the backing paper back 

when peeling off the stripes.

• Start spraying soapy solution on the hood, etc where you about applying stripes. 

Peel off the stripes by lifting up the ultra clear masking tape. Spray the soaping 

solution on the adhesive side of stripes when peeling along. Make sure do not 

get the backing paper wet before the stripes got peeled off of it will permanently 

stick to the backing paper.

• Apply the stripes to the hood and front bumper if you order C6’s hood stripes 2  

to where your liking. You will have couple minutes to walk around to find your 

best position. If you have hood stripes 2, it will bend around the top of the hood 

so make sure leave enough vinyl to bend around later (after 24 hrs). Start 

squeeze the stripes to get the water out of it. Spray soapy solution while 

squeeze.

• After getting done on 1 side, start doing some measurement to make sure the 

other side will line up with this side.

• Wait at least 24hr to peel off masking tape. Bend the stripes at the top of the 

hood if you order hood stripes 2 by massage it along the edge of the hood. Bend 

them 1 hr before peeling off the masking tape. Spray some water (just water) on 

top of masking tape and wait a minute to let the water soaks a bit to masking 

tape. Spray some more water during peeling off the masking tape.

• For C6’s hood stripes, after peeling off masking tape, using sharp blade to cut in 

the middle of the hood and front bumper and bend the stripes over the hood and 

front bumper by massage along the edge. Also be more careful when peeling off 

the masking tape. Start peeling the masking tape from top of the hood and then 

stop at the gap where it meets the front bumper. Start peeling the masking tape 

from the front bumper to where you have left of.


